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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) domain is character-
ized by many applications that require low bandwidth commu-
nication over a long range at a low cost and at low power,
which has given rise to novel Low Power Wide Area Network
(LPWAN) technologies that operate in the sub-GHz domain.
Today, these technologies are being adopted in more complex
settings and configurations than originally intended. Devices
are being equipped with multiple LPWAN radio technologies
to satisfy more diverse requirements, connecting to different
networks at different times and locations. Further, organizations
can have devices with different LPWAN technologies in the
field or existing infrastructure might be shared across different
organizations. As a consequence, there arises an increasing com-
plexity in managing such multimodal LPWANs and in designing
IoT applications on top. We present and validate the concept
of a cloud-based virtual LPWA network operator that unifies
such multimodal communications and homogenizes the way
such heterogeneous private LPWAN deployments are managed
by means of distributed OMA Lightweight M2M (LwM2M)
containers. In addition, our architecture provides support for the
most recent efforts in adopting IPv6 for LPWAN communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many Internet of Things (IoT) applications are characterized
by low-bandwidth communications, at a low cost and at low
power. To address these needs, several novel wireless standards
using sub-1GHz frequencies have recently been proposed.
They are able to operate over long distances, bringing down
the network infrastructure cost, at the expense of a reduced
bit rate. Currently, several sub-1GHz technologies are being
promoted simultaneously, all of which use the same sub-1GHz
wireless spectrum. The most popular initiatives in this domain
are LoRa, SigFox, IEEE 802.15.4g and the upcoming IEEE
802.11ah standard, and are often referred to as Low-Power
Wide-Area Networks (LPWANs or LPWA networks) [1]. Each
technology has its own strengths and weaknesses in terms of
coverage, energy consumption and throughput. For simple IoT
applications, one can suffice with picking the most suitable
LPWAN technology, deploying single-radio IoT devices of that
technology and building a vertical application where the IoT
application is knowledgeable about the underlying LPWAN
specifics.

However, a single technology is not flexible enough to
satisfy the requirements of more demanding or diverse IoT
applications. As a consequence, we see scenarios where these
LPWAN technologies are being adopted in more complex
settings and configurations than originally intended. Devices
are being equipped with more than one LPWAN radio technol-
ogy to satisfy more diverse requirements, such as long range
outdoor communication combined with higher data rate indoor
communication. Such multimodal devices connect to different
networks at different times and locations, as is illustrated in
Figure 1a. Further, IoT use cases may involve the collection of
heterogeneous data, requiring the deployment of single-radio
devices that use different LPWAN technologies, as shown in
Figure 1b. Last but not least, the fact that LWPAN equipment
can cover large areas, makes it interesting to share the same
infrastructure across different organizations, as is illustrated in
Figure 1c.

The above trends and observations lead to an increasing
complexity in managing such multimodal LPWANs and in
designing IoT applications on top. In order to deal with this
increasing complexity, this paper introduces and validates the
concept of a cloud-based virtual LPWA network operator. The
operator homogenizes the way such heterogeneous LPWAN
deployments are managed (control plane) and ensures that
end-to-end communication with multimodal LPWAN devices
or interactions with heterogeneous LPWAN device is unified
(data plane), independent of the details of the underlying
LPWAN technologies being used.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper to present such
a concept. Further, we also make following additional con-
tributions: (i) the use of the OMA Lightweight Machine-to-
Machine (LwM2M) protocol to build the virtual network op-
erator control plane, (ii) a generic and easy-to-deploy method
to convert LPWA network equipment into LwM2M compliant
devices, (iii) novel LwM2M objects for LPWAN management,
(iv) the use of Static Context Header Compression (SCHC) for
multimodal communication to unify the data plane and (v) an
initial validation of both the control and the data plane.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives an overview of related work on multimodal
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Fig. 1. Use cases enabled by multimodal LPWANs and devices.

LPWA devices, networks and their management. A high-level
overview of the Virtual Network Operator concept is presented
in Section III, followed by a detailed presentation of the
realization of the control plane and data plane in Sections IV
and V respectively. Section VI validates the architecture,
following by conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

LPWAN radios have only been around for a few years
and have already been complemented with shorter range
technologies such as Wi-Fi and BLE within a single device [2].
Nowadays, there is also trend towards multimodal LPWAN
devices, combining different LPWAN types, in order to get the
best of different worlds. As an example, the electronics com-
pany Murata announced dual mode LoRa/SigFox modules [3],
that can even support modulation types used by other LPWAN
technologies, paving the way to the provisioning of multi-
technology LPWANs that can be perceived as a single logical
virtual network. To perform such adaptations at the infrastruc-
ture level of multiple, heterogeneous LPWANs and to enact

necessary (re)configurations, there is a need for technology-
independent solutions that allow configuration of resource
usage and settings on this LPWAN infrastructure. Hereby,
we currently consider LPWANs of different technologies that
jointly offer services to connected LPWAN devices, although
coexistence of these technologies on the same hardware might
also be considered for the infrastructure side, as has been
demonstrated in [4] for shorter range technologies. Today,
research on the management and virtualization of multimodal
LPWANs is non-existent. Ongoing research efforts involving
multiple LPWAN technologies mainly focus on coexistence
aspects, such as [5] and [6]. They highlight the negative
impact of uncoordinated LPWANs on each other. To mitigate
this, joint management and coordination of such multimodal
LPWANs is needed, which is only possible when having
the necessary control elements, for which our work lays the
foundation. Looking at existing research works on managing
and using heterogeneous networks, we end up in the Wi-
Fi/LTE world, where efforts have taken place to virtualize
these networks, including slicing of the network by sharing
and isolating infrastructural resources and simplifying the
configuration and management [7] [8]. Decoupling of the
control plane and data plane is here a key concept, but is
not considered for LPWANs. At the higher layers, unified
communication for such multimodal Wi-Fi/LTE devices is
achieved by leveraging on the Internet Protocol and higher
layer protocols that are able to deal with the availability of
multiple paths, such as Multipath TCP [9]. Such approaches
cannot easily be transferred to LPWAN devices due to their
typical constraints in processing power and memory. As such,
both the control plane and data plane require further study in
order to come to multimodal LPWANs that can be efficiently
managed and appear as a single logical network to the IoT
applications on top.

III. CLOUD-BASED VIRTUAL NETWORK OPERATOR
CONCEPT

As said, we see a trend towards both multimodal LPWAN
devices and IoT applications involving data coming from a
device using different LPWAN technologies. On top of that,
LPWA network infrastructure might be virtualized and reused
across organizations. In order to deal with this increasing com-
plexity, we propose the concept of a cloud-based virtual LPWA
network operator. Such an operator homogenizes the way such
heterogeneous LPWAN deployments are managed and ensures
that end-to-end communication is unified, independent of the
details of the underlying LPWAN technology being used.
The high-level architecture of such a virtual network operator
(VNO) for multimodal LPWANs is shown in Figure 2 and can
be broken down in 4 main building blocks.

The control plane of the VNO is responsible for discover-
ing, properly configuring and monitoring all LPWA network
equipment that it manages. This involves the addition of new
LPWANs to be managed, including gateways or other com-
ponents such as a Network Server for LoRaWAN networks,
and ensuring that data can be exchanged between the devices
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Fig. 2. High-level breakdown of the components of the Virtual Network
Operator. Solid arrows illustrate a sample data flow, whereas dashed arrows
represent a sample control plane flow dealing with either LPWA network
equipment management or end device management.

and the VNO over these networks (i.e. configuring the data
plane). The control plane is also responsible for defining which
LPWAN devices are allowed to make use of which networks.
Last but not least, it also has monitoring responsibilities,
following up on the state of the components and collecting
relevant statistics.

The data plane is responsible for the actual data exchange.
both in uplink and downlink, over the different LPWANs
being managed. How the data is exchanged between the VNO
and the LPWA network equipment depends on the LPWAN
technology under consideration as well as on implementation
specifics at the equipment side. As such, it requires proper
configuration by the control plane.

The data arriving at the data plane is then handed over to the
data exchange and context block of the VNO, which further
processes the incoming data. Relevant contextual information
is derived (e.g., the network and gateway(s) over which the
data arrived, the signal strength, etc.), in order to be used
for taking decisions on downlink communication. Finally, the
data might be transformed into a format that is fully LPWAN
technology independent and suitable for delivery to either the
end application (not part of the VNO) or to the optional device
management and application enablement component of the
VNO in case the VNO also takes care of device management
and application layer data processing for the devices. For
downlink data that must be sent to a device, the data exchange
and context block will take the forwarding decision, i.e. which
available LPWAN technology to use and when, upon which the
data will be delivered to the data plane for further transmission.

In the following two sections, we will zoom in on the
realization of both the control plane and data plane of the
proposed Virtual Network Operator concept.

IV. CONTROL PLANE

As explained, the control plane is responsible for properly
managing the LPWANs under control of the VNO. Typically,
LPWA network equipment provides its own APIs for con-
figuration and management, which would require the VNO
to support all these APIs, resulting in a significant coding
and integration effort. Therefore, we propose the use of the
LwM2M device management standard as a unified mechanism
to manage all LPWA network equipment. Such a design
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Fig. 3. LwM2M principles: APIs and data model

decision requires a generic and easy-to-deploy solution for
turning existing LPWA equipment into LwM2M equipment.
For LPWANs that are closed, such as SigFox, control will
merely consist of instantiating and configuring the data plane
such that data for the managed devices can be exchanged
using the APIs offered by this closed network. In the following
subsections, we first explain the basic concepts of LwM2M,
followed by a generic solution to build LwM2M compliant
network equipment by means of Docker containers as well as
novel reusable LwM2M data models to support the manage-
ment of heterogeneous LPWANs.

A. Intro to OMA LwM2M

The Lightweight Machine-to-Machine (LwM2M) specifica-
tion is a secure, efficient and deployable client-server protocol,
with several functionalities for managing machine-to-machine
(M2M) and IoT devices on a variety of networks, from the
Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [10]. Recently, the version
1.0 of LwM2M protocol has been ratified by the Device
Management Working Group at OMA in February 2017 [10].

In addition to fundamental management functionalities (e.g.,
bootstrapping, client registration, firmware updates, remote
management and fault management), the LwM2M protocol
also defines efficient interactions for transferring service and
application data. It also defines appropriate semantics, i.e.
common interfaces and data models, in order to boost interop-
erability in the IoT ecosystem and create more loosely coupled
systems and better connective devices. An overview of the key
LwM2M functionalities and the data model are presented in
Figure 3. As it makes use of light and compact application
protocols, management mechanisms and an efficient resource
data model, the LwM2M protocol has already attracted much
attention from both the industrial world and the research
community for managing IoT devices, which involve both
resource constrained end devices as well as gateway devices.

In order to adopt LwM2M in our VNO concept and use
it to realize the control plane, two key challenges must be
overcome. First, we need to be able to turn any type of ex-
isting LPWAN equipment into LwM2M compliant equipment,
thereby mapping implementation specific APIs to standardized



LwM2M APIs. On top, this must be achieved in a generic
and easy-to-deploy way. Second, as the usage of LwM2M for
managing LPWAN equipment is novel, no suitable LwM2M
data models exist. As such, novel, sufficiently generic data
models must be proposed to perform the management of
heterogeneous LPWAN components.

B. Docker concept for LPWAN equipment

To overcome the first challenge, we introduce the idea of
an easily deployable LwM2M Management Adapter that is
able to convert legacy APIs into LwM2M compliant APIs,
as shown in Figure 4a. The adapter is realized as a Docker
container, as shown in Figure 4b, that can be easily deployed
on top of existing LPWA network equipment, which typically
runs a Linux OS with sufficient memory (+256Mb RAM) to
run a single Docker instance. Inside the Docker container there
are 3 components. The design of these components has been
done in such a way to minimize the work that has to be done
to implement the mapping between the existing APIs and the
LwM2M APIs. These three components are the following:

1) Anjay LwM2M client: A standard-compliant LwM2M
client that implements the LwM2M APIs for boot-
strapping, registration, etc. as well as all required data
models, including both existing LwM2M data models
and custom models for LPWAN management. For the
client, a modified version of Anjay, which is a C
implementation of a LwM2M client, is used, which
enables the creation of Object instances and resources
by the Virtual Device Manager.

2) Virtual Device Manager (VDM): Via a well-defined API,
the VDM receives configuration info from the Adapter,
asking to create specific LwM2M Object instances and
resources in the Anjay client. Once configured, the VDM
also receives requests from the Adapter to update the
state of LwM2M resources, updates which are passed
to Anjay. Finally, the VDM also observes changes to
LwM2M resources in Anjay and passes the changes
back to the Adapter. The interface between Anjay and
the VDM, is the standard LwM2M interface, with the
VDM acting as a locally running trusted LwM2M server.

3) Adapter: The Adapter block is the only block that con-
tains code that is specific to the device on top of which
the Docker container is being deployed. It communicates
with the device using its legacy APIs, implements the
mapping to LwM2M objects and interacts with the VDM
to create object instances, update object resources and
be informed about their changes.

These three blocks are put inside a Docker image and run
as a singular container that can be deployed on the LPWAN
equipment once the Adapter has been properly implemented.

C. LwM2M Data Models

Using the presented Docker concept and Virtual Device
Manager approach, we are able to convert LPWAN specific
APIs into LwM2M compliant APIs, provided suitable data
models are available. LwM2M has defined several Objects
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and Resources to perform device management, but lacks
suitable data models for the management of LPWAN network
infrastructure. To this end, we have defined several new
Objects and Resources using the private range of Object and
Resource IDs that has been made available by OMA. These
Objects and Resources have been defined in such a way that
they are sufficiently generic for use across different LPWAN
technologies and serve as a starting point for the VNO design.
Table I gives an overview of the most important newly defined
Objects and Resources, together with their ID, access rights
(read, write or both) and short description.

The Profile Object contains general information about the
device or components. For instance, when applied to Lo-
RaWAN, it will reveal that it is a LoRa device and whether
we are dealing with a LoRa gateway or Network Server. Next,
we need to know in which multimodal networks the compo-
nent is used, dealing with use cases where infrastructure is
reused across different virtual LPWANs. Finally, information
is provided about the number of gateways and devices handled
by this gateway, which is equal to the number of instances
of the Gateway Object and Device Object respectively. The
first object provides info related to the identification of the
gateway, the devices that are allowed to make use of it as
well as statistics. The second object provides relevant device
related info that must be known by the LPWAN network
infrastructure as well as statistics at the device level. Finally,
we have defined a Data Plane Object that is used to discover
the data plane interfaces offered by the component and to
properly configure those interfaces. For instance, LoRaWAN
gateways often use a UDP connection to forward data to their
Network Server, implying proper configuration of the Network
Server’s IP address and port at the gateway side. The Network
Server itself hosts a Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) publish-subscribe broker that makes the LoRaWAN
data available to interested subscribers, i.e. MQTT clients. The



TABLE I
LWM2M OBJECTS AND RESOURCES FOR MANAGEMENT OF LPWAN

INFRASTRUCTURE

Name ID R/W Description

Profile Object 26241 - General info on
network component

LPWAN tech 26241 R Identifier describing
technology type

Device type 26242 R Type such as gateway,
Network Server

LPWAN VID 26243 R/W
Unique ID of multimodal
network(s) the component

belongs to

# gateways 26244 R
Number of gateways managed

by this device
(equals to 1 for gateway device)

# devices 26245 R Number of devices handled

Data
Plane Object 26242 -

Info/configuration of data plane
interfaces to communicate with

other components
(multiple instances possible)

Available
methods 26250 R ID for available interface

methods such as UDP, MQTT, etc.
Interface type 26251 R Incoming or outgoing interface

Select method 26252 R/W Selected interface method to use

Configuration 26253 R/W Configuration for
selected iface method

Gateway Object 26243 - Info for gateway (multiple
instance possible)

Gateway ID 26260 R Unique gateway ID
Accepted
devices 26261 R/W Devices that may use the gateway

On time 5852 R/W
Time since device has

been turned on.
Reset by writing value of 0.

# packets RX 26263 R/W # of packets received. 0 to reset.

# packets TX 26265 R/W # of packets transmitted. 0 to reset.

Device Object 26244 - Info about end nodes
allowed to use network

Device EUI 26270 R Unique device identifier

Dev. address 26271 R/W Address in multimodal
LPWAN network

Nwk key 26272 R/W Network session key used

Nwk config 26273 R/W LPWAN network
configuration of device

# packets RX 26263 R/W # of packets received from device

# packets TX 26265 R/W # of packets transmitted to device

MQTT connection between the Network Server and such a
client also requires proper configuration.

The defined objects are sufficiently generic to be used across
different technologies. In addition, the LwM2M Object and
Resource Model easily enables extensions, allowing the man-
agement capabilities to grow according to the needs identified.

V. DATA PLANE

A. Adapters for a flexible data plane

As explained in the previous section, the control plane can
be used to configure the data plane, ensuring the LPWAN
equipment can exchange data with the VNO. Apart from
that, we still need the data plane counterpart at the VNO
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side. In order to be sufficiently flexible, the VNO should
be able to interface using different communication or data
exchange methods. To this end, we introduce an adapter-based
concept where, upon the detection of a specific interface by the
control plane, the right adapter can be instantiated in order to
enable bidirectional data exchange with the newly discovered
LWPAN infrastructure. Towards the right, all adapters will
have a unified interface towards a broker inside the VNO for
further exchange and handling of the data. This approach is
illustrated in Figure 5a. Taking again our LoRaWAN example
with the Network Server hosting an MQTT broker as an
interface to exchange data coming from and going to the
LoRaWAN network, the LwM2M-based control plane will
discover the availability of this API. Using the management
API to the data plane, an adapter that hosts an MQTT client
will be instantiated and configured to connect to that broker in
order to able to exchange traffic with the LoRaWAN network.
As a last step, the control plane will provide the Network
Server with any required information to accept this MQTT
client. Once done, data exchange can take place. The process
is shown in Figure 5b.

B. Unified communication using SCHC

Using the adapter concept explained, it is possible to ex-
change data with different types of LPWANs that are managed
by the VNO. However, what is still missing, is a unified way to
communicate over different technologies, avoiding a different
payload encoding for every technology. The IETF LPWAN
working group strives to realize this vision, adopting the
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) over UDP and IPv6
as a common stack across different layer 2 LPWAN frame
formats. To achieve this goal, a novel compression mechanism,
named Static Context Header Compression or SCHC, is being
designed. SCHC exploits the fact that most protocol header
fields remain the same across packet transmissions between a
device and its back-end. Therefore, a common context is stored
in the LPWAN device and the network, which consists of a list
of rules. Each rule has a unique identifier and provides a packet
header template and compression actions such as omitting
or abbreviating header fields. The rule that best matches an
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outgoing packet is selected and the corresponding compression
is applied. Using SCHC, packets can be compressed down to
a few or even a single byte (i.e. only the rule ID). The same
vision is applied to our VNO design, motivating multimodal
LPWAN devices to use the standard-based CoAP stack and
SCHC (de)compression on top of the LPWAN technologies
used. At the VNO side, SCHC (de)compression can be applied
based on the SCHC context stored for that device at the
VNO (in the context block), resulting again in IPv6 packets.
Depending on the approach chosen, the VNO can either
forward the IPv6 packets to the final application (e.g. the
Cloud platform of an organization) or can serve as the end
point of the traffic on behalf of that organization. In the
latter case, the VNO can also partake in device management
(either using a custom-designed management protocol or, in
the future, also using LwM2M, provided further optimizations
are made to the LwM2M specification to enable more compact
data exchanges to accommodate the small LPWAN packet
sizes) and data handling. Figure 6 shows the final part of the
VNO design. Important to note is that the Context block is
also foreseen to perform decisions on how to send downlink
data, but this is outside the scope of this paper.

VI. VALIDATION

In order to validate our proposed VNO concept and show its
feasibility, we have realized an initial implementation of both
the control and data plane of the proposed VNO architecture,
which will be discussed in the following two subsections.

A. Control plane

Based on the presented Docker concept and defined
LwM2M data models for management of LPWAN network
infrastructure, we can turn existing LPWAN equipment into
LwM2M compliant devices that can be managed in a uniform
way, independent of the underlying technology. Using the
adapter concept, bidirectional data can be exchanged with
various LPWAN equipment. As such, we have presented a

flexible, extensible and standard-based Virtual Network Oper-
ator architecture that supports multimodal LPWAN use cases.
In order to validate our architecture, we have implemented the
proposed control plane approach for a LoRaWAN Network
Server that runs the open source software LoraServer.io [11].
LoRaServer.io uses JSON REST APIs to obtain information
related to the Network Server such as the number of gateways
and end devices registered, traffic statistics per gateway and
end devices, etc. The Adapter that is part of the Docker
container that runs on the Network Server consumes these
APIs and maps them the LwM2M objects shown in Table I
for LPWAN management. As all these objects are custom
LwM2M objects, we also implemented these objects in the
Anjay client inside the Docker container and in the Leshan
server that runs at the VNO. At this point, we implemented
object 26243 for managing the gateways in the LoRaWAN
Network Server. The result is a LoRaWAN Network Server
that has been turned into a LwM2M compliant device with
APIs for LPWAN management.

Following the LwM2M registration specifications, the Anjay
client at the Network Server will automatically register with
the VNO, as shown in Figure 7a. To set the gateways that
are managed by the Network Server, the VNO can create a
new instance of a Gateway object, as shown in Figure 7b,
by using the user interface offered by Leshan. The request
will be received by the Anjay client in the Docker container
and the VDM will be informed. Next, the adapter will be
alerted and will register the new gateway at the Network
Server with the MAC address provided by the Anjay client.
To do so, the API method /api/gateway/[MAC ADD] in the
LoraServer.io is called. The other way around, the custom
adapter in the Docker container interacts with the APIs of the
LoRaWAN Network Server and informs the Anjay client via
the VDM for any updates. For instance, all gateways registered
with the Network Server can be discovered by polling the
/api/gateways API method. Once all registered gateways have
been discovered, the traffic statistics can be observed using the
LwM2M API as shown in Figure 7c. Behind the scenes, the
/api/gateways/[MAC ADD]/stats API method is polled to get
the traffic statistics for the specific gateways. The outputs from
the polling API methods are parsed and passed in JSON format
towards the VDM by the custom adapter and then further to
the Anjay client and the VNO. Alternative data formats such
as XML might be considered as well.

B. SCHC data plane

To validate the data plane and unified communication using
SCHC, we implemented the header compression mechanism
for the CoAP/UDP/IPv6 stack, as described by the IETF in
[12], [13], on top of a LoRaWAN stack, running on the
LPWAN device, and in Click Router [14], running at the VNO
side. In the best case, the header can be compressed down to
a few bytes. Consisting of the rule ID and some inevitable
bytes of the CoAP header. The proposed solution by the IETF
assumes the compressor to use 1 context containing the fields
of the full protocol stack. However, this would require many
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Fig. 7. Turning a LoRaWAN Network Server into a LwM2M compliant
device using a Docker container and custom LwM2M objects.
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rule tables for e.g. varying CoAP requests and a static UDP/IP
context. Therefore, we implemented an extension of the com-
pression mechanism, layered SCHC, proposed by Abdelfadeel
et al. [15]. An example packet is shown in Figure 8. The
layered approach enables up to 15 different CoAP contexts,
3 UDP contexts and 3 IPv6 contexts (rule 0 is reserved for
an uncompressed header), but can be adjusted, depending on
the use case. Rule ID’s will therefore range from 0 to 255
and require the VNO to map a set of rules to a device’s L2
address, in order to keep the rule ID as small as possible.

Our implementation, applied to a LoRaWAN deployment
that is managed by our VNO, results in the end-to-end data
flow that is shown in Figure 9. The LPWAN device fabricates
a CoAP/UDP/IPv6 packet that is fed to the SCHC compressor
(step 1). The resulting compressed SCHC packet is sent over
the air as the payload of a LoRaWAN packet (step 2) and
is then picked up by a LoRaWAN gateway and forwarded
to its Network Server over UDP (step 3). Using MQTT, the
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Fig. 9. End-to-end data flow via data plane and using SCHC
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2.05 Content
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22,18,22,23,19,21,19,20,23

Fig. 10. A GET request with a separate response

Network Server delivers the SCHC packet to its corresponding
adapter at the VNO (step 4). Using a Remote Procedure
Call, the adapter at the data plane passes the packet to
the SCHC decompressor at the VNO (step 5), where the
corresponding rule ID for that device is applied to end up
with the original IPv6 packet (step 6). The same will hold for
downlink communication.

We have put forward SCHC as a solution to have unified
and standardized communication across different LPWAN
technologies that are being managed by our VNO. As these
technologies have limitations in terms of bandwidth and max-
imum packet size, it is important to verify whether SCHC
compression can limit the additional overhead to a bare
minimum. To do so, we have considered an example CoAP
request, as shown in Figure 10, and evaluated the resulting
response packet size for the following 4 scenarios:

1) No compression, i.e. a complete CoAP/UDP/IPv6 packet
2) A varying IPv6 destination, in the same IPv6 pool, a

varying UDP destination port and a non-compressed
CoAP header

3) Full IPv6 and UDP compression, except for some varia-
tion on the CoAP part: GET /humi with 2 bytes token
length and 2 bytes message id

4) A fully compressed CoAP, UDP and IPv6 header
The packet contents for the different situations is shown in

Table II. Each packet contains the same payload and header.
Only the header compression ratio differs, resulting in different
packet sizes. If the rules are set up in the most efficient



TABLE II
SCHC EVALUATION FOR DIFFERENT SITUATIONS

SCHC CoAP UDP IPv6 Payload Total
Situation 1 1 12 8 40 9 70
Situation 2 1 12 2 8 9 32
Situation 3 1 6 0 0 9 16
Situation 4 1 2 0 0 9 12

way possible, the CoAP header can be compressed down to
2 bytes, without the help of any intermediaries, since the
token and message id are vital for CoAP communication,
these can only be compressed to a minimum of 1 byte. The
total compression achieved is 83%. If only the headers are
compared, a compression ratio of 95% is achieved. The last
situation demonstrates that using SCHC, a CoAP/UDP/IPv6
packet can even be sent over Sigfox, with maximum packet
lengths down to 12 bytes and 8 bytes for uplink and downlink
respectively, meaning that it is a viable choice for achieving
unified communication in our multi-modal LPWANs.

VII. CONCLUSION

As a single LPWAN technology is not able to cover the
requirements of every IoT use case, there is a trend to move
towards multimodal deployments, where devices generate data
of interest across different LPWAN deployments. Apart from
that, the long-range character of these networks, motivates the
reuse of infrastructure by multiple organizations. To deal with
the complexity of managing and using such networks, this
article presented the concept of a cloud-based Virtual LPWA
Network Operator that takes care of properly configuring and
managing LPWAN equipment as well as enabling unified data
exchanges across heterogeneous LPWANs, relieving the users
from this burden. How this control and data plane are being
realized has been described in detail and has been validated
by means of an implementation.

Using distributed Docker containers that map implementa-
tion specific management APIs to LwM2M compliant APIs
and data models, a standard-based, easy-to-deploy and exten-
sible control plane has been realized. By combining adapters
for LPWAN data exchanges with the most recent state-of-
the-art work for realizing efficient IPv6 communication over
LPWANs, the feasibility of unified end-to-end communication
across different LPWAN technologies has been shown.

As such, we believe to have shown a viable architecture
for the future generation of multimodal LPWA networks
and devices. Of course, our architecture only provides the
foundations in realizing the control and data plane. Several
open challenges remain both at the control plane and the
data plane. At the control plane, we target more advanced
management, thereby taking into account the life cycle of
multimodal devices, as well as research on improving the
scalability and coexistence of such co-located networks, as
discussed in [16]. At the data plane, we see the need of
an intelligent usage of the multiple LPWAN technologies
for both uplink and downlink communication depending on
aspects such as traffic requirements and network availability.

Working on these topics, will definitely pave the way for more
demanding IoT applications in a multimodal LPWAN context.
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